Oracle Audit Services

Advocate Services for Proactively Conducting an Oracle Software Audit

We Help You to Proactively Ensure Compliance
Let Aspect Audit Your Environment Before an Oracle Audit
And We Can Save You Hundreds of Thousands in Penalties
It is well known that it’s not a matter of if, but when you will be audited by Oracle.
Over time, your organization’s use of modules and features may deviate from
original licensing, putting you at risk of violating agreements. Oracle’s level of
complexity in feature licensing can quickly overwhelm an organization's resources.
Our experts can help you proactively prepare for an Oracle software audit
before it occurs, helping you to reduce both risks and costs. Our experts will...


Conduct a comprehensive review of your purchase agreements.



Audit your current feature utilization.



Set up a plan to make your organization compliant with current terms, and
recommend go-forward licensing that provides the best return on investment.



Work with you to remediate any out of compliance issues found.

Expert Audit
Advisory Services
Aspect has the experts with the
Oracle knowledge you need to
increase the compliance of your
environment. We can help you
perform a comprehensive internal
audit, define a compliance plan, and
remediate issues to maximize your
cost savings.

The Aspect Edge
Subject Matter Experts
We employ highly qualified experts
well-versed in the latest Oracle
releases and functionality.

Review Purchase
Agreements
Proactively review all
current agreements:


Review software
environment.



Gain understanding
of feature/function
licensing across
your environment.

Conduct Feature
Usage Audit

Create Compliance
Plan & Remediate

Utilize scripts to conduct
a comprehensive
feature usage audit:

Create a plan to bring
your environment into
compliance:

 Identify non-licensed
features.

 Create a roadmap for
moving forward.

 Identify any under
utilized, yet licensed
features.

 Work with you to
remediate issues to
bring the environment
into compliance.

Cost Effective Services
We work closely with you to identify
and implement strategies that are
designed to reduce your licensing
budget in the long term.

Schedule a Free
Consultation
Schedule a free consultation
with our Oracle Audit Team
today and find out the return on
investment you can realize.
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